
Date: 20th September 2019 

RE:  Ariah Michel Reference 

To whom it may concern, 

I write to you in reference to Ariah Michel. 

I had the privilege of coaching Ariah Michel in 2015 as the coach of Sydney Olympic U/14s in the Football 
NSW National Premier Youth League competition. 

It was clear from the outset that Ariah was a committed person who showed enthusiasm that was 
contagious. He was a hardworking trainer, a fierce competitor and a player who took it upon himself to 
ensure all team members ‘bought-in’ to everything about the team and its direction. 

As a footballer, Ariah was a natural defender who was comfortable playing anywhere across the back-four 
and as a defensive-midfielder. He was strong in the challenge, putting self-preservation at the back of his 
mind when attempting to win the ball and organised those around him to ensure a strong defensive 
structure. It was no stroke of luck that the team had the best defensive record conceding 11 goals in 25 
games, it came down to the organisation of Ariah and his lead by example nature of playing. Although 
Ariah was a clear defender, he was also very comfortable with the ball. He never baulked from wanting 
the ball to commence a build-up and always got into positions to support teammates from behind to keep 
the ball. The most pleasing part of Ariah as a footballer was his growth-mindset. He was open to 
feedback, responded to constructive criticism and asked questions to further enable his understanding 
and growth as a footballer. These are all qualities of a player who strives for continual improvement. 

As a person it was obvious that Ariah was a leader. He was voted by peers and staff to be the squad 
Captain which was an honour he thrived upon but also understood the importance of. He self-managed 
all team warm-ups at training and games and was always the first person to have a teammate to move on 
from errors. Ariah had a ‘short-memory’ mentality, moving on from errors quickly and looking to effect 
the next football action in a positive manner. The clear stand-out memory from the year relating to Ariah 
was his instigating of a team meeting. There was a mid-season competition where players within the 
squad played in opposing teams and competitive natures got the better of some players with negativity 
brought back to the squad. Ariah was aware of this and called a team meeting where he facilitated a 
team discussion which ultimately got the group back together. This demonstrated great initiative as a 
leader and even greater maturity for someone who was 14 years of age. 

I have kept in contact with Ariah since the end of the 2015 season and it is no surprise to me that he has 
continued success on and off the park. I am aware that he has achieved some very good academic results 
at school whilst maintaining strong football performances at the highest level of football in NSW. 

I have no hesitations in recommending Ariah Michell to prospective colleges, clubs and employers. He is a 
fine young man with solid principles in football but more importantly as a person. 

If you would like to discuss Ariah Michel at greater length, please do not hesitate to contact me at 
alexander.watson@det.nsw.edu.au or on +61 0401 630 299. 

Thanks, 
 
 

Alex Watson 
Deputy Principal 
Football Coach - Sydney FC 
Australian U/18s Schoolboys Football Coach
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